A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
never appealed to the public and where no common language
has fostered an imitation of American methods.
The second is the Dreyfus Case. A Jewish officer in the
French Army having been condemned to transportation for
treason, an insistent demand for a new trial to establish his
innocence was raised at this time. The case aroused in France
a religious quarrel which all but led to civil war, and was eagerly
followed in this country where the innocence of Dreyfus was
universally accepted. The thing, however, only much later con-
cerned England directly when, as we shall see, it led, through
the destruction of the French Military Intelligence Department,
to the Great War of 1914-18.
Religion. A subtle but profound change in the religious
thought of England was proceeding during these last years of
Queen Victoria's reign. This bore at first no external fruit; the
great spiritual change involved was to come only in our own
time.
In the height of the Victorian period and spirit, in 1859,
Charles Darwin published a book, The Origin of Species,the thesis
of which was that the difference between living organisms is due
not to any end or purpose in creation, but to the blind action of
what he called "Natural Selection." Those animals that were
better fitted to survive under changing conditions would survive,
those less fitted to survive would die; and by this mechanist all
the differences between living beings, from the simplest to the
most complicated, could be accounted for.
The idea that living beings gradually grew into different
structures, and might well have proceeded from one parent
stem, was, of course, as old as human thought; a lifetime before
Darwin's book appeared Buffon and Lamarck on the Continent
had agreed with Aristotle in ascribing the changes which pro-
duced various species to something within the animal itself:
some force or desire or natural tendency. They thus presup-
posed will and purpose behind the universe. But Darwin's
theory made the process mechanical; those who accepted it did
not deny the existence of a creative mind and purpose ordering
the world—in other words, they did not deny God in so far as a
Divine purpose appears to be manifested in living creatures;
but they left to the working of blind chance that diversity of
living organisms which religious traditions in this country had
hitherto ascribed to the direct action of a Divine Creator.
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